
STRUCTURE OF RATIONAL OPEN SURFACESWITH NON{POSITIVE EULER CHARACTERISTICWillem VeysAbstract. We study mainly connected con�gurations of irreducible curves [ri=1Ci ona nonsingular rational projective complex surface X such that the Euler characteristic�(X n [ri=1Ci) � 0, hereby continuing a former conjecture of the author and work ofGurjar and Parameswaran. Roughly we show that any such con�guration can be extendedto another con�guration [si=1Ci(r � s) with still �(X n [si=1Ci) � 0, such that afterappropriate blowing{ups and blowing{downs `in [si=1Ci' the surface X becomes a ruledsurface on which [si=1Ci transforms into one of three possible easy standard con�gurations.And especially when X = P2 we can transform [si=1Ci � P2 by such blowing{ups and{downs into another con�guration on P2 consisting entirely of lines through one point Pand eventually one line not through P .We also obtain a classi�cation of connected con�gurations [ri=1Ci � X satisfying�(X n [ri=1Ci) � 0 when the Kodaira dimension of X is �1 and X is not rational.
1. Introduction(1.1) Let �(�) denote the topological Euler characteristic. In [V1] we formulated thefollowing statement as a conjecture :(�) Let Ci; 1 � i � r, be irreducible curves in the complex projective plane P2.If �(P2 n [ri=1Ci) � 0 then all curves Ci are rational.A motivation to study con�gurations of curves satisfying this Euler characteristic con-dition is the problem of determining the poles of Igusa's local zeta function and thetopological zeta function of a polynomial in 3 variables, more precisely in relation withthe monodromy conjecture of Igusa, see [V2, x1] and [D]. Also Siersma [S, Example 7.6]considered such con�gurations in the study of when a certain Milnor monodromy is theidentity.One should be aware that for a general con�guration of curves [ri=1Ci in P2 wehave that �(P2 n [ri=1Ci) > 0. For example if C and C 0 are irreducible nonsingularcurves of degree d and d0, respectively, which intersect in dd0 di�erent points, then�(P2 n (C [ C 0)) = d2 + d02 + dd0 � 3(d + d0 � 1). Nevertheless one can constructmany examples with non{positive Euler characteristic, see x2. The easiest such exampleconsists of any number of lines through one point P and eventually one line not throughP . 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 14J26 14E07.Key words and phrases. Rational surfaces, con�gurations of curves, Euler characteristic.The author is a Postdoctoral Fellow of the Belgian National Fund for Scienti�c Research (F.W.O.)E-mail address: wim.veys@wis.kuleuven.ac.be 1



(1.2) The statement (�) has been proved by de Jong and Steenbrink [JS] and later,using a di�erent method, also by Gurjar and Parameswaran [GP]. In this last paperthe authors initiate a general study of smooth complex projective surfaces X and aconnected curve D on X satisfying �(X n D) � 0. (For arbitrary surfaces X one doesnot expect nice results for non{connected D. Indeed after blowing{up any given X � Din enough di�erent points outside D, the Euler characteristic of the complement of theunion of the strict transform of D and the exceptional divisor can be made negative.)Roughly Gurjar and Parameswaran prove that when �(X nD) � 0 for a connectedD, then(1) X cannot be of general type and its minimal model cannot be K3 or Enriques,and(2) if the minimal model of X is properly elliptic (i.e. of Kodaira dimension 1), abelianor hyperelliptic, then only `obvious' con�gurations can occur.For example when X is hyperelliptic or abelian then D must consist of just one ellipticcurve. Also when one requires the stronger inequality �(X nD) < �1 then they provethat X must have Kodaira dimension �1.We also mention the following important property of X n D [GP, Theorem 3], onwhich our main result will be based.1.3. Theorem. Let X be a smooth complex projective surface and D a connectedcurve on X such that �(X nD) � 0. Then there exists a morphism ' : X nD ! B toa smooth curve B with general �bre P1; C ; C � or an elliptic curve, except for a certainD when the minimal model of X is abelian.(1.4) So what was still lacking is a classi�cation or structural result concerning (con-nected) con�gurations D � X with �(X nD) � 0 when the Kodaira dimension of X is�1, i.e. when X is P2, a ruled surface or a blown{up of them.We use here the notion of ruled surface in the sense of [BPV] and [H], so it is aprojective bundle � : P(E) ! B over a smooth projective base curve B, where E is avector bundle of rank 2 over B. In particular the rational ones (which are also calledHirzebruch surfaces) are classi�ed by a discrete invariant e 2 N and we will denote themaccordingly by �e. Remember that �0 = P1 � P1 and �1 is P2, blown{up in one point.(1.5) In this paper we present as main result in x3 the following structure theoremfor connected con�gurations D on a rational surface X. Suppose for simplicity ofthe formulation that X does not contain any nonsingular rational curve with self{intersection �1 (i.e. a (�1){curve), which is disjoint from D.Theorem. Let X be a nonsingular rational projective (complex) surface and D a con-nected curve on X such that �(X n D) � 0. Assume that X does not contain any(�1){curve disjoint from D.(1) Then D can be extended to a connected curve D0 � D with still �(X nD0) � 0,for which there exists a diagram X f � ~X g�! �where f is a composition of blowing{ups with centre inD0, g is a composition of blowing{downs with exceptional curve in f�1D0, and � : �! P1 is a ruled surface.(2) Moreover we can require the con�guration g(f�1D0) to be the one of the following:2



: : :C1 (a)
: : :C1C2 (b)

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. : : : C
(c)Here C1 and C2 are sections of �, C is a smooth curve for which �jC : C ! P1 hasdegree 2, and the other curves are �bres of �. The minimal number of �bres in (a) and(b) is 2 and 1, respectively; in (c) there must pass a �bre through each rami�cationpoint of �jC , and we can have any number of other �bres.(1.6) In x4 we show that moreover we can choose for example � = P1�P1 above. Andconcerning our original topic X = P2 we prove that we can convert any D with �(X nD) � 0 by extending, blowing{up and blowing{down, to the `easiest' such con�guration:Theorem. Let D be a curve in P2 such that �(P2 nD) � 0. Then D can be extendedto a con�guration D0 � D with still �(P2 nD0) � 0, for which there exists a diagramP2 f � Y g�! P2where f is a composition of blowing{ups with centre in D0 and g is a composition ofblowing{downs with exceptional curve in f�1D0, such that g(f�1D0) consists entirelyof lines through one point P and eventually one line not through P (Figure 1).(1.7) In x5 we present a classi�cation of the connected con�gurations D � X with�(X nD) � 0 when X is birationally equivalent to a ruled surface over a non{rationalbase curve.We conclude with a conjecture on Pn that generalizes the rationality result of [JS]for curves on P2. 2. ExamplesWe mention some examples for X = P2 of curves D with �(X nD) � 0. The mostobvious one consists of k � 2 lines through one point P , and eventually one line notthrough P (Figure 1); then �(P2 nD) is respectively 2�k and 0. Another easy exampleis a conic C, the tangent line to C in P , and any number of other lines through P(Figure 2); so �(P2 nD) = 0.
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Figure 4Now although the con�gurations D with �(P2 n D) � 0 are special (in the sense thatgenerically �(X n D) > 0) some examination yields an amount of essentially di�erentmore `exotic' con�gurations, which seem very hard to classify. See [V2] for examples.We mention the following cases (1){(4) with �(P2nD) = 0, and (5) with �(P2nD) = �1,using homogeneous coordinates x; y; z on P2 to describe the irreducible components ofD. (1) C0 : ykz = xk+1 where k > 2,C : y = 0, C 0 : z = 0, C 00 : x = 0 (Figure 3),(2) C0 : Qsi=1(y � aix)mi = xk+1, where s > 1, mi > 1 for i = 1; : : : ; s andk =Psi=1mi (> 2),Ci : y = aix (1 6 i 6 s), C 0j : y = bjx (1 6 j 6 t), where t > 0 and the numbersai and bj are all di�erent (Figure 4),(3) C1 : y2 � x2 = y3, C2 : 8(y � x) = x2 � 4xy + 7y2,C3 : y = x, C4 : y = �x (Figure 5),(4) C : y2z3 = x5,C0 : x = 0, C1 : y = 0, C2 : z = 0 (Figure 6),(5) C : y = x2 � y2, C 0 : y = x2 + y2,C0 : y = 0 (Figure 7).
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Figure 6We use this last example as an illustration of the structure theorem below. After 4blowing{ups with exceptional curves C1; � � � ; C4 we obtain an embedded resolution ofthe given con�guration (Figure 8). Analyzing the occurring self{intersection numbersone easily sees that we can blow down consecutively C0, C2 and C3 to obtain the4



con�guration given by Figure 9, where � is a ruled surface.Remark that if we start only with C and C 0, we need the same C1; � � � ; C4 to obtainan embedded resolution; but now we lack C0 to start blowing{down towards the simplecon�guration of Figure 9.
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C1C C 0 C4Figure 93. Structure Theorem3.0. Convention. We always work over C . For simplicity of the formulation of the resultsbelow we will consider only surfaces X and curves D � X with �(X n D) � 0, suchthat X does not contain any (�1){curve disjoint from D. This is not really a restrictionbecause if such a (�1){curve occurs, we obtain after consecutively blowing{down all(�1){curves disjoint from D a surface X 0 with �(X 0 nD) < 0.3.1. Lemma. Let Y be a smooth rational projective surface such that p : Y ! P1 isan elliptic �bration, i.e. its general �bre is an elliptic curve. A �bre of p cannot containa connected curve D for which �(Y nD) � 0.Proof. Let F1; : : : ; Fr be the �bres of p which do not contain an elliptic curve, i.e. whichcontract to the non{elliptic �bres in the associated minimal �bration; then all �(Fi) > 0and �(Y ) � Pri=1 �(Fi) � 12. If another �bre F contains a connected curve D then�(F nD) � �1 and consequently �(Y nD) � 11.So suppose that F1 contains a connected curve D. Observing Kodaira's table ofpossible singular �bres for a minimal �bration [BPV, V7] we see that �(F1 n D) � 0,and hence the inequality �(Y nD) � 0 can only be satis�ed if r = 1. But it is knownthat necessarily r � 2, see for example the list in [P]. �3.2. Proposition. We assume convention 3.0. Let X be a smooth rational projectivesurface and let D be a connected curve on X such that �(X nD) � 0. Then D can beextended to a connected curve D0 � D with still �(X nD0) � 0, for which there existsa diagram X f � ~X g�!�where f is a composition of blowing{ups with centre in D0 (and its consecutive totaltransform), g is a composition of blowing{downs with exceptional curve in the total5



transform f�1D0, and � : � ! P1 is a ruled surface. In particular �(� n g(f�1D0)) =�(X nD0) � 0. Also a general �bre of � intersects g(f�1D0) in exactly 1 or 2 points.Proof. By Theorem 1.3 there exists a morphism ' : X nD ! B where B is a smoothcurve. We consider ' as a rational map X�! �B, where �B is the smooth compacti�ca-tion of B. Resolving indeterminacies yields a morphism ~' : ~X ! �B via a compositionof blowing-ups f : ~X ! X with centre in D and its consecutive total transform.Since ~X is rational we have necessarily that �B �= P1. Theorem 1.3 says furthermorethat the general �bre of ~' must be either rational or elliptic. It cannot be elliptic forthen the general �bre of ' itself is a (projective) elliptic curve, we can take ~X = X, andthen D must be part of a �bre of ~' = ', contradicting Lemma 3.1. (When X is P2 ora ruled surface this is trivial because then X does not contain disjoint elliptic curves.)&.&. ????yf g~' �'X ~X ��BThe general �bre of ~' being P1, it is well{known that ~' factorizes through a ruledsurface �, say ~' : ~X g�! � ��! �B. Remark that g contracts only parts of �bres of~'. Eventually g can blow down irreducible curves not in f�1D; we denote these byCi; i 2 I; and take D0 := D [ f([i2ICi). It is already clear from Theorem 1.3 that ageneral �bre of � intersects g(f�1D0) = g(f�1D) in at most 2 points.We now show that still �(X n D0) � 0, in fact more precisely that �(X n D0) ��(X n D) � 0. It is important to observe that any reducible �bre of ~' consists of atree of P1's. Take such a reducible �bre F which contains at least one Ci; i 2 I, and aconnected component [kj=1Cj of F \ [i2ICi. We claim thatcard([kj=1Cj \ f�1D) � 2:Indeed suppose that [kj=1Cj intersects f�1D in at least 3 di�erent points P1; P2 andP3. Let L1; L2, and L3 be corresponding intersecting components of f�1D (which apriori do not have to be di�erent). Since a general �bre of � intersects g(f�1D) in atmost 2 points we have necessarily that at least one of the Li is part of F . Supposefor example that L1 � F;L2 6� F;L3 6� F . Then for the same reason L2 [ L3 is theonly `non{�bre'{part of f�1D and thus disjoint from L1 in f�1D, which contradicts theconnectedness of D. It is easy to verify that the other possibilities yield an analogouscontradiction, which �nishes the proof of the claim. Because of the tree structure of Fwe have that �([kj=1Cj) = k + 1 and consequently(1) �([kj=1Cj n f�1D) � k � 1 � 0:So �(X nD0) = �( ~X n (f�1D [ ([i2ICi))) = �( ~X n f�1D)� �([i2ICi n f�1D)(2) � �( ~X n f�1D) = �(X nD)for �([i2ICi n f�1D) is the sum of positive contributions of the kind �([kj=1Cj n f�1D).Finally, the fact that �(� n g(f�1D0)) = �(X nD0) � 0 excludes the possibility thatg(f�1D0) is just a �bre. � 6



3.3. Addendum. We use the same notation as in Proposition 3.2. When �(� ng(f�1D0)) = 0 then any �bre of g contains at most one irreducible curve C, which isnot part of f�1D, and such a C satis�es moreover card(C \ f�1D) = 2.Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2 let [kj=1Cj denote a connected componentof the part of a reducible �bre of g, consisting of the curves not in f�1D. If �(� ng(f�1D0)) = 0 then we must have equalities in (2) and thus in (1) above and conse-quently k = 1 and card(C1 \ f�1D) = 2. Moreover a �bre cannot contain more thanone such connected component, for as above this would contradict the connectedness off�1D. �(3.4) We show below that the end con�gurations g(f�1D0) � � in Proposition 3.2can be chosen to be of a very simple form. We will use the following fact, which isstraightforward to verify.Remark. Call a diagram of morphisms between nonsingular projective surfaces of theform X1 f � Y g�! X2adequate with respect to a curveD � X1 if f is a composition of blowing{ups with centrein D (and its consecutive total transform), and g is a composition of blowing{downswith exceptional curves in f�1D. (So X2 n g(f�1D) �= Y n f�1D �= X1 nD.)If X1 f � Y g�! X2 and X2 f 0 � Y 0 g0�! X3 are adequate with respect to D � X1and g(f�1D) � X2, respectively, then there exist a smooth projective surface Z and adiagram Y h � Z h0�! Y 0 such that X1 f�h � Z g0�h0�! X3 is adequate with respect to D1.So in order to improve Proposition 3.2 in the sense of obtaining simple con�gurationson �, it su�ces to construct in the terminology of the remark above an adequate diagram� f 0 � Y g0�! �0 with respect to E := g(f�1D0) such that �0 is also a ruled surface andg0(f 0�1E) is `simple'.3.5. Theorem. We assume convention 3.0. Let X be a nonsingular rational projectivesurface and D a connected curve on X such that �(X nD) � 0.(1) Then D can be extended to a connected curve D0 � D with still �(X nD0) � 0,for which there exists a diagram X f � ~X g�! �where f is a composition of blowing{ups with centre inD0, g is a composition of blowing{downs with exceptional curve in f�1D0, and � : �! P1 is a ruled surface.(2) Moreover we can require the con�guration g(f�1D0) to be the one of the following:7



: : :C1 (a)
: : :C1C2 (b)

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. : : : C
(c)Here C1 and C2 are sections of �, C is a smooth curve for which �jC : C ! P1 hasdegree 2, and the other curves are �bres of �. The minimal number of �bres in (a) and(b) is 2 and 1, respectively; in (c) there must pass a �bre through each rami�cationpoint of �jC , and we can have any number of other �bres.Proof. If the con�guration g(f�1D0) of Proposition 3.2 intersects a general �bre of� in one point we obtain case (a). If it intersects a general �bre twice we can geta priori the following possibilities for the irreducible components of g(f�1D0) : anynumber of �bres and as non{�bres either two sections of � or just one irreducible curveintersecting a general �bre twice. We claim that by the condition �(� n g(f�1D0)) � 0the con�guration g(f�1D0) must consist of either(i) two sections C1 and C2, a �bre through each intersection point of C1 and C2, andany number of other �bres, or(ii) one irreducible curve C, intersecting a general �bre of � twice, a �bre througheach singular point of C or rami�cation point of �jC , and any number of other�bres,and so in fact �(� n g(f�1D0)) = 0.Indeed for (i) it is su�cient to remark that if card(C1\C2) = r then �(�n(C1[C2)) =r, so we must add the r �bres through the intersection points to obtain a non{positive�(�ng(f�1D0)). Concerning (ii) let the singular points of C (all necessarily of multiplic-ity 2) consist of s1 and s2 analytically irreducible and reducible ones, respectively, i.e.locally analytically of the form y2 = xk with k odd and even, respectively. Let also �jChave r (smooth) rami�cation points. Then �(C) = 2� 2g � s2, where g is the geomet-rical genus of C, and Hurwitz's formula applied to the composite of the normalizationmap ~C ! C and �jC : C ! P1 yields 2g�2 = 2(�2)+s1+ r. So �(C) = 4�s1�s2� rand �(� n C) = s1 + s2 + r:We can lower this last Euler characteristic to 0 only by adding the �bres through allsingular and rami�cation points. This proves the claim.Consider now in case (i) an intersection point P of C1 and C2 with intersectionmultiplicity r and the �bre F through P . Consecutive blowing{ups with exceptionalcurves E1; : : : ; Er yield a local embedded resolution, and afterwards blowing{down con-secutively F;E1; : : : ; Er�1 amounts in a new ruled surface where the `new' C1 and C2intersect in one point less (Figure 10). 8
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Figure 10 : : :: : :C1C2 ErSo by Remark 3.4 we can obtain in this way case (b) instead of (i). In case (ii) letP 2 C be locally analytically of the form (0; 0) 2 fy2 = x2r+1g and denote by F the�bre through P . Again blowing{ups with exceptional curves E1; : : : ; Er and afterwardsblowing{downs of F;E1; : : : ; Er�1 yield a new ruled surface where P is `replaced' by anonsingular point of C which is a rami�cation point of the new projection to the basecurve (Figure 11).
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Figure 11
....................................................................................................................................................................................................... : : :: : :CErAnalogously when P 2 C is locally analytically of the form (0; 0) 2 fy2 = x2rg we canconstruct in this way a (local) new con�guration as in Figure 12. So again by Remark3.4 we can obtain �nally case (c) instead of (ii). �............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... : : :: : :C Figure 12Remark. (i) In the cases (b) or (c) we have that 0 = �(� n g(f�1D0)) � �(X nD) � 0,so then necessarily the original �(X nD) = 0.(ii) Consequently con�gurations with �(X nD) < 0 are always transformed by The-orem 3.5 into case (a). This is in particular valid for the con�gurations obtained byconsecutively `removing' the (�1){curves outside D, following our convention 3.0.9



3.6. Corollary. Let D be a curve in P2 such that �(P2 nD) < 0. Then the irreduciblecomponents of D are analytically irreducible rational curves that intersect each otheronly in one �xed common point.Proof. We use the notation of Theorem 3.5 for X = P2. Since g(f�1D0) � � must becon�guration (a) we have that f�1D0 is a tree of nonsingular rational curves. Certainlyin P2 all components of D0 must intersect each other. Now the only way to obtain thetree structure for f�1D0 is starting with a D0 consisting of irreducible components thatintersect each other in one �xed common point; and then moreover these componentsmust be analytically irreducible. A fortiori the same is valid for the components ofD. �3.7. Example. Let (u : v; x : y) be multi{homogeneous coordinates on P1 � P1. ThenC : v3y2 + vu2x2 + u3x2 = 0 is an example of case (ii) in the proof above; it has an(ordinary) node and cusp in (0 : 1; 1 : 0) and (1 : 0; 0 : 1), respectively, and a smoothrami�cation point with respect to the �rst projection in (�1; 1; 1 : 0).3.8. Remark. The assumption that D is connected is necessary in Theorem 3.5. Con-sider on P2 the curves given in homogeneous coordinates by y = 0; z2y = x3 andz2y = x3+ y3. We take as X �= �1 the blowing{up of P2 in a point outside these curvesand as con�guration D the exceptional curve together with the strict transforms of thethree curves on P2. Then �(X nD) = 0 and we can prove that D cannot be extendedto a connected con�guration D0 with �(X nD0) � 0.4. Refinements(4.1) The �nal ruled surface � of Theorem 3.5 can in fact be chosen arbitrarily incases (a) and (b) and within a certain degree of freedom in case (c). We select thefollowing `nice' choices.Theorem. (i) In Theorem 3.5 we can choose � = P1 � P1.(ii) The end con�gurations (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.5 can be replaced by � = P2 suchthat g(f�1D0) consists of(a) lines through one point P , and(b) lines through one point P and one line not through P (Figure 1).Proof. Let Ee denote the (unique) section with self{intersection �e on the ruled surface�e; e � 1. A so{called elementary transformation of �e with centre P 2 �e consists inblowing{up P and then blowing{down the strict transform of the original �bre throughP . One easily veri�es that such an elementary transformation yields the ruled surface�e�1 if P =2 Ee and �e+1 if P 2 Ee. Also any elementary transformation transforms�0 = P1 � P1 into �1.It is straightforward to construct an appropriate sequence of elementary transforma-tions with centre in g(f�1D0) which transforms the � in cases (a) and (b) of Theorem10



3.5 into any desired �e with the same con�guration. Remark herefore that for con-�gurations of type (b) on a �e0 we have necessarily C1 = Ee0 or C2 = Ee0 [H, V2].In particular choosing e = 0 yields cases (a) and (b) of (i) and choosing appropriatelye = 1 yields (ii) after blowing{down the (�1){curve E1 of �1.Finally we still have to show that we can choose � = P1 � P1 in case (c) of Theorem3.5. If we use elementary transformations to convert the given � �= �e into anotherruled surface we can obtain a similar con�guration of curves only if we require thecentres to be intersection points of C and the �bres of g(f�1D0). Also there shouldexist at least e such intersection points P which satisfy P =2 Ee in order to arrive at �0after e elementary transformations. This is shown in Lemma 4.2. below. �4.2. Lemma. Let C be a smooth curve on the ruled surface � : �e ! P1; e �1, intersecting a general �bre of � twice. Let Ee denote the section of � with self-intersection �e. Then at least 2e rami�cation points of �jC do not belong to Ee.Proof. We have that Pic �e �= ZEe � ZF , where F is any �bre of �, and the canonicaldivisor of �e is K�e = �2Ee + (�2 � e)F [H, V2]. Let C = 2Ee + bF in Pic �e anddenote by g the genus of C. The adjunction formula yields2(g � 1) = C � (C +K�e) = (2Ee + bF ) � ((b� 2� e)F ) = 2(b� 2� e)and thus b = g + 1 + e. Consequently(3) C �Ee = �2e+ b = g + 1� e:Since by Hurwitz's formula there are 2g+2 rami�cation points of �jC , at least g+1+ eof them do not belong to Ee.Now g+ 1 � e by (3) and so at least 2e rami�cation points do not belong to Ee. �4.3. Remark. For future applications of Theorem 3.5 to the study of poles of zetafunctions it is important to restrict to a morphism f that is minimal in some sense. Inthis context D � X has normal crossings and we proceed as follows : we consider themorphism ' : X nD ! B of Theorem 1.3 as a rational map X�! �B as before and wetake f as the minimal map f : ~X ! X that resolves the indeterminacies of '. It canbe shown that Theorem 3.5 is valid with this f , where in addition in case (c) we canchoose � = P1 � P1.(4.4) When X = P2 there is the following important simpli�cation of Theorems 3.5 and4.1, leading to Theorem 4.6 below.Proposition. If X = P2 in Theorem 3.5, then the end con�guration (c) cannot occur.Proof. We use the notation of Theorem 3.5, where moreover we denote the strict trans-form in ~X of a curve Y � � by ~Y . Suppose that g(f�1D0) � � is con�guration (c). LetF be a general �bre of �, in the sense that F 6� g(f�1D0) and the restriction of g tosome neighbourhood of ~F is an isomorphism. So in particular in ~X the self{intersectionnumber ~F 2 = 0 and ~F intersects f�1D0 only in ~C.11
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Important here is that f must contract ~C; otherwise it would only contract parts of�bres of � � g, and so f would factorize through a ruled surface �0 with again just onenon{�bre in the studied con�guration of curves, which again intersects a general �bretwice. But such a con�guration on �0 can never contract to D0 � P2.Since f j ~Fn ~C is an isomorphism we have that f( ~F ) is a rational curve with exactly onesingular point. Also the strict transform of this curve in its minimal embedded resolutionapparently has self{intersection number 0 and intersects the exceptional divisor exactlytwice and in the same component. In Lemma 4.5 below we show that such a curve doesnot exist. �4.5. Lemma. There does not exist a rational curve in P2 such that its strict transformin its minimal embedded resolution has self{intersection 0 and intersects the exceptionaldivisor exactly twice and in the same component.Proof. Suppose that such a rational curve F of degree d exists. In particular it hasexactly one singular point P . Let h : X ! P2 denote the minimal embedded resolutionof F � P2, ~G the strict transform by h of any curve G � P2, and E the irreduciblecomponent of the exceptional divisor of h that intersects ~F .Choose a line `at in�nity' Z that intersects F in d di�erent points. Let g be arational function and ! a rational di�erential form on P2 with div(g) = F � dZ anddiv(!) = �3Z, respectively. We will use the following so{called numerical data of h withrespect to g and ! : to each irreducible component Ei of the exceptional divisor of h oneassociates the natural numbers Ni and ni, where Ni and ni� 1 are the multiplicities ofEi in div(g�h) and div(h�!), respectively. We claim that in our situation the numericaldata N and n of E satisfy(4) 2n2 = 9N :Indeed by de�nition of the numerical data we have in PicP2 that ~F +NE+P`N`E`�d ~Z = 0 and KX = (n� 1)E +P`(n` � 1)E` � 3 ~Z, where KX is the canonical divisorof X and the E` are the other components of the exceptional divisor of h. Intersectingwith ~F and using the adjunction formula yields~F 2 +NE � ~F � d ~Z � ~F = 2N � d2 = 0and �2 = KX � ~F (+ ~F 2) = (n� 1)E � ~F � 3 ~Z � ~F = 2(n� 1)� 3d :So 2N = d2 and 2n = 3d which proves claim (4).12



Now since ~F intersects the exceptional divisor of h only in E and exactly twice wehave that the germ of F at P consists of two copies of the same analytically irreduciblegerm F and the dual graph of h around h�1P is as in Figure 14. Here to each irreduciblecomponent of the exceptional divisor and to the strict transform of each analyticallyirreducible germ we associate a vertex, represented by a dot and a circle, respectively,and to each intersection between components an edge, connecting the correspondingvertices. . . . . .� � � . . . . .� � � . . . . .� � �.................................................................................................... .... �� .................................................................................................... .... �� .................................................................................................... .... �� .................................................................................................... .... �� .................................................................................................... .... ��� � � � �� �: : :E1 E2 E3 Eg�1 Eg = E.................................................. .......................................................................................................... ............................................................ ��� � �Figure 14We recall an inductive expression for the numerical data of E1; : : : ; Eg in terms ofthe characteristic pairs of the germ F ; see [I1] or [I2]. Let F have characteristic pairs(�1; �1); : : : ; (�g; �g), where �i � 2 and gcd(�i; �i) = 1 for i = 1; : : : ; g. Then puttingmi = �i+1 � : : : � �g (and mg = 1) we haveNi2mi = ( Ni�12mi�1 + �i�i � �i�1)�2i and ni = (ni�1 + �i�i � �i�1)�ifor i = 1; : : : ; g with start values (N0; n0) = (0; 1) and �0 = 0. (The extra factor 2 inthe �rst expression appears because the germ of F consists of two copies of F .)The �rst expression for i = g implies that(5) �gjNg2 = N2and one easily veri�es by induction that ni = �1 � : : : � �i + �i for all i and so(6) n = ng = �1 � : : : � �g + �g:Combining (4),(5) and (6) yields �gj�2g, contradicting gcd(�g; �g) = 1. �4.6. Theorem. Let D be a curve in P2 such that �(P2 n D) � 0. Then D can beextended to a curve D0 � D with still �(P2 nD0) � 0, for which there exists a diagramP2 f � Y g�! P2where f is a composition of blowing{ups with centre inD0, g is a composition of blowing{downs with exceptional curve in f�1D0, and such that g(f�1D0) consists entirely of linesthrough one point P and eventually one line not through P (Figure 1).Proof. Combine Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.1 (ii). �13



So starting with any con�guration D on P2 with �(P2 n D) � 0 we can always ob-tain by (eventually) extending, blowing{up and blowing{down `in D' the easiest suchcon�guration !4.7. Remark. As a corollary of Theorem 4.6 it is possible to extend Corollary 3.6 anddescribe a �nite number of `intersection con�gurations' which are possible for a D � P2with �(P2 nD) � 0.5. Ruled surfaces over a non{rational baseWe �rst consider a base of genus at least 2. The requirement that D is connected isnot really important in the following classi�cation result, so we state it for arbitrary D.5.1. Theorem. Let � : X ! B be a ruled surface over a base curve B of genus g � 2and D a curve on X such that �(X nD) � 0. Then D consists of one of the following :(1) k � 1 �bres of �; then �(X nD) = 4� 4g � 2k < 0,(2) one section and k � 0 �bres of �; then �(X nD) = 2� 2g � k < 0,(3) two sections C1 and C2, a �bre through each intersection point of C1 and C2,and any number of other �bres; then �(X �D) = 0,(4) one irreducible curve C intersecting a general �bre of � twice, a �bre througheach singular point of C or rami�cation point of �jC , and any number of other �bres;then �(X nD) = 0.So in particular when �(X nD) < 0 only the obvious cases (1) and (2) can occur.Proof. The most important part, i.e. the classi�cation when D is required to containat least two non{�bres, was already done in [V2, Proposition 5.13] and yields case(3). Suppose that D contains exactly one non{�bre C, intersecting a general �bre in ddi�erent points. When d = 1 we obtain (2); we suppose now that d � 2. Denote by gCthe (geometric) genus of C; then �(C) = 2�2gC �n for some n 2 N . Let Ci; 1 � i � k;be the �bres of D and say card(C \ Ci) = ai for i = 1; : : : ; k; thus 1 � ai � d. Then�(X nD) = 2(2� 2g)� (2� 2gC � n)� kXi=1(2� ai) :Also by Hurwitz's formula 2gC � 2 = d(2g � 2) + R for some R 2 N . So�(X nD) = (d� 2)(2g � 2) + (n+R+ kXi=1(ai � 2)) :It is important to realize that n + R +Pki=1(ai � 2) � 0, because any ai that equals1 induces at least a contribution +1 in n + R. So we cannot have d � 3 for then�(X nD) > 0. Thus d = 2 and�(X nD) = n+ R+ kXi=1(ai � 2) ;14



and now n+ R is exactly the total number of singular points of C and (smooth) rami-�cation points of �jC . So we can obtain �(X nD) � 0 only if there passes a Ci througheach such point (which then has ai = 1); this yields case (4). �Remarks. (i) There do exist examples of case (4).(ii) Only case (1) with k � 2 and (3) with disjoint sections and no �bres yield non{connected D.(5.2) We now want to classify the connected curves D on any surface X in thebirational equivalence class of a ruled surface over a base of genus g � 2, satisfying�(X nD) � 0. A trivial example arises by taking such a ruled surface � and a morphismh : X ! � (necessarily a composition of blowing{ups) such that the exceptional divisorE is connected and thus maps to a point. Since �(�) = 2(2�2g) we have that �(XnE) =3� 4g < 0. Depending on the tree structure of E we can then take D as any connectedpart of E for which �(X nD) � 0. We prove below that any other such con�gurationD � X is essentially obtained by blowing{up a connected con�guration on a ruledsurface � as in Theorem 5.1.5.3. Theorem. We assume convention 3.0. Let X be a nonsingular projective surfacein the birational equivalence class of a ruled surface over a base Z of genus g � 2, andD a connected curve on X such that �(X nD) � 0.(1) Then D can be extended to a connected curve D0 � D with still �(X nD0) � 0such that there exists a morphism g : X ! �to a ruled surface � : �! Z, which is a composition of blowing{downs in D0.(2) So moreover g(D0) � � is either one of the connected con�gurations of Theorem5.1, or g(D0) is just a point.Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2 we use Theorem 1.3 to construct a rationalmap ' : X�! �B to a smooth projective curve �B, and again resolving indeterminaciesyields a morphism ~' : ~X ! �B via a composition of blowing{ups f : ~X ! X. Since inthis case ~X cannot contain an elliptic curve we have again that the general �bre of ~' isrational by Theorem 1.3, and that ~' factorizes through a ruled surface � over �B. Butsince X and � are birationally equivalent we must have �B = Z.&.&. ????yf g~' �'X ~X ��B = ZImportant is now that ' : X ! �B was already a morphism, because f can contractonly (�1){curves in the �bres of ~'. So in fact X = ~X and ' = ~'.Denote the irreducible curves which are blown down by g and are not inD by Ci; i 2 I;and set D0 := D [ ([i2ICi) = g�1g(D). Now just as in the proof of Proposition 3.215



the fact that a general �bre of � intersects g(D) in at most two points implies that�(X nD0) � �(X nD) � 0.(2) Indeed �(� n g(D0)) = �(X nD0) � 0 and so if g(D0) is not a point then it mustbe a con�guration of Theorem 5.1. �Remark. Examining more closely the last part of the proof above we can see that(i) if g(D0) is either a point or con�guration (1) or (2) of Theorem 5.1, then theCi; i 2 I; must consist of `tails' of the tree D0, and(ii) if g(D0) is con�guration (3) or (4) of Theorem 5.1, then the Ci; i 2 I; are as inAddendum 3.3.(5.4) The classi�cation for an elliptic base curve is similar and can be derived in areasonably analogous way; below we just state the results. The only new possibility isthe appearance of case (5) in Theorem 5.5.5.5. Theorem. Let � : X ! B be a ruled surface over a base curve of genus 1 and Da curve on X such that �(X nD) � 0. Then D consists of one of the following :(1) k � 1 �bres of �; then �(X nD) = �2k < 0,(2) one section and k � 0 �bres of �; then �(X nD) = �k � 0,(3) two sections C1 and C2, a �bre through each intersection point of C1 and C2,and any number of other �bres; then �(X �D) = 0,(4) one irreducible curve C intersecting a general �bre of � twice, a �bre througheach singular point of C or rami�cation point of �jC , and any number of other �bres;then �(X nD) = 0,(5) k � 1 irreducible nonsingular curves of genus 1, which are all disjoint; then�(X nD) = 0.5.6. Theorem. We assume convention 3.0. Let X be a nonsingular projective surfacein the birational equivalence class of a ruled surface over a base Z of genus 1, and D aconnected curve on X such that �(X nD) � 0.(1) Then D can be extended to a connected curve D0 � D with still �(X nD0) � 0such that there exists a morphism g : X ! � to a ruled surface � : �! Z, which is acomposition of blowing{downs in D0.(2) So moreover g(D0) � � is either one of the connected con�gurations of Theorem5.5, or g(D0) is just a point.Remark. (i) Proving Theorem 5.6, using the ideas and notation of the proof of Theorem5.3, we cannot exclude that the general �bre of ~' is elliptic. This however does not a�ectthe conclusions.(ii) When g(D0) is a point then either D = D0 is the exceptional divisor of g and�(X nD) = �1, or D is the union of all but one components of the exceptional divisorD0 of g and �(X nD) = 0. 16
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